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Men give their undivided attention to those who respect them. If a man doesn't feel respected while

communicating with you, he'll find the respect he needs elsewhere. The woman who knows how to

communicate with men can influence the man she wants without resorting to that miniskirt he loves.

A man craves the attention of a graceful woman who knows exactly what to say to him, when to say

it, and, most importantly, how to say it to get what she wants. Men love being gracefully influenced

by the woman they adore. If you're interested in learning how to talk to a man so he opens up to

you, listens to you, and willingly gives you what you want without a fuss, this book will help you

communicate with men more effectively. Here's what you're going to learn inside: Discover how to

tell him exactly what's on your mind without turning him off. Learn how to communicate what you

want and need from him, and make him happy to give it to you.  Find out the four most powerful

words good men desperately need to hear from the women they love.  Discover how to have difficult

conversations with him without making him resent or resist you.  Learn how to be a good wife or

girlfriend by being more assertive (attractive) with your man without being aggressive (unattractive). 

How to understand the masculine mind and speak his language so he feels exactly what you say to

him.  How to get him to fall in love with you immediately after an intense argument.  Uncover the

secrets to making him open up emotionally and get the deep, intimate connection you desperately

want with him.  And much, much more... Get started right away, and learn how to communicate with

a man so he listens to you, opens up to you, and deeply craves your attention.
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It took a while for me to get it. About half way through the light went on in my mind and I realized

why so many of my relationships with men didn't have the outcome I expected or wanted. Respect,

why is that so hard to give, why do I hold on to it so tightly and need infinite proof of

worthiness.....which is impossible therefore unattainable. So I guard my 'respect' as a prize and

never give it to anyone. Not even myself. What a useless pursuit for my life. Today is a new day and

I got it from reading this book. I have awoken the ability to observe myself in relationship to

everyone else and am dedicated to showing respect in every way to myself and to them.

Getting the male perspective on dating is invaluable! This is a great resource to use in

communicating more effectively with your guy. Some of the tips are common sense - don't nag him -

but it helps to have a man point out the reasons why men don't respond to it. The male point of view

in communicating with women was eye opening in several instances. I highly recommend this book

to women who want to learn what makes a man tick, how he thinks and why he responds the way

he does.

Many of these practical pieces of advice are just good common sense. But, considering how

UN-common common sense is, many people need to read this book.Many of the points raised here

are also true about PEOPLE, and not just specifically about women or men. Though much of the

advice is based on the Mars/Venus differences between how women and men think and behave,

this book would be almost as valuable for a man to read, in order to learn how to interact with

women better.I think a very valuable way to use this book would be for a couple to read it together,

discussing each point as they come to it. It might very well save some relationships or marriages.

It's a cinch it would be cheaper than paying a marriage councilor.

Are all these reviews written by men? This book has some good communication advice, but also

tells women to basically tip-toe around mens' HUGE EGOS... The title has nothing to do with the

advice inside the book. Here's a synopsis: Let him lead, be submissive, and even if he's an ass, be

nice back to him.

Maybe the book should have been named : " How to tip toe around a difficult partner". The title is

extremely misleading - there's nothing in there about "making him beg". On the opposite - these are

tips for handling mans ego and basically "gracefully giving in". And I don't share that view because



it's shauvenistic and man-centric, this is all for mans advantage. I don't want to let the "man lead"

and yield in every situation because this is not how I view my ideal partner. I did like some parts of

the book like "the disclaimer", and yet still, this is all about cushioning the poor sensitive boy's ego.

The guy who wrote this book was clearly not on the woman's side - he sides with men, and basically

says if you want to get along, you better "gracefully" yield and tip-toe gently on your feet around

your mans many oversized feelings.

Reading this book as a woman can be difficult at best. However, when looking at the practical

advice and remembering examples of relationships that did work (my grandparents for example) it is

clear that the norms of a few decades ago survive. I don't mean with subservience or being treated

as property but of the simple message of respect. The book is worth the read and more importantly,

consideration of the message.

this book helped me tremendously understand that all this time I thought I had unconditional love

and respect down to a science I did not. This book was very insightful and refreshing,it's simple and

very easy to understand I'm starting my three month test now and I'm optimistic it will work. I didn't

realize that my years of suffering was due to making my source of happiness come from a outside

source. I also attracted men based on my l level of needy behavior this was a eye opening

experience, a special thanks to the author for my new found clarity. Thank you so much.

I have been married for 17 years, thinking I had the best marriage until my husband wanted to

separate. I was so heart broken and tried to find way to cope with the situation, until I came across

this book, couldn't put it down it was like a lite bulb going of like Bruce said, I realized what had

happened and that it my insecurities that hindered me to see the truth. All I can say it is the best

book ever. I will recommend it.
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